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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Open  control  architectures  regain  relevance  with  the  new  revolution  of  open  source  electronics.  This
paper  presents  the  general  ideas,  examples  of  implementation  and  latest  advances  of a  new,  open archi-
tecture controller  for CNC  systems  based  on open  source  electronics.  The  multiprocessor  and  distributed
architecture  of  this  controller  leverages  the  power  of platforms  like  Arduino  or TI  Launchpad  to  realize
CNC  systems  of increased  computational  resources,  closed-loop  position  of  the  tool,  smoother  motions
and higher  feeds.  Additionally,  this  work  demonstrates  the  first steps  in  the  development  of  virtual
machine  as  a  new  software  component  of the architecture.  A “tight  binding”  between  the real  and  vir-
tual  machines  will  delineate  the  path  for  realistic,  machine  monitoring,  remote  operation  and  process
planning  environment.

©  2017  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd on behalf  of The  Society  of  Manufacturing  Engineers.

1. Introduction

Capable of interpreting and precisely executing commands
containing numerical information, the past 50 years have seen
NC machines become platforms for automating processes like 3-
D printing, laser cutting, machining, assembly and many other
applications. With a booming industrial-automation market and
hundreds of controller manufacturers, incompatibilities between
products became a challenge to the integration of new manu-
facturing units outside the scope of these controllers [1]. This
motivated the development of vendor neutral, open architecture
controllers (OAC) around the world; e.g.  OMAC in the United States,
OSACA in Europe and OSEC in Japan. These controllers promised the
integration of independent application program modules, control
algorithms, sensors and computer software/hardware developed
by different manufacturers.

OAC is a base of communication protocols and system capabili-
ties that enable reliability, stability and modularity in both software
and hardware [2]. The underlying idea was to decentralize the con-
trol task into modular algorithms (i.e.  the operating system [3],
the motion interpolation [4,5], and the servo-control algorithms
[6]), while maintaining an open flow of machine states (e.g. posi-
tion, velocity, acceleration, temperature, forces). One of the first
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open OAC was  developed by the US National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) initially named the enhanced machine
controller (EMC) and later changed to LinuxCNC [7]. The control
architecture of LinuxCNC consists of a motion controller (EMC-
MOT), a discrete I/O controller (EMCIO), a task coordinating module
(EMCTASK) and a GUI user interface. LinuxCNC is implemented
on a real-time extension to the Linux kernel and it uses differ-
ent off-the-shelf ISA/PCI express bus-based cards to interface with
the hardware. Systems based on computer cards require hardware
modifications of the PC, which restricts the hardware modularity of
the controller and they can be difficult to update because of compat-
ibility issues with new mother board technologies. Although some
advances at the research and development levels had been made in
open control and modular architecture controllers (MAC) [8,9], the
idea was ahead of its time because of flexibility of vendors, liability
and standardization issues.

The open-electronics ecosystem, provides affordable micro-
processing and sensing technologies that have the potential to lead
the way for intelligent servo-controlled machining tools. Guided by
the declining cost of microprocessor-based developing platforms
(Arduino, Ti LaunchPad, Teensy, Beaglebone), some of the NC appli-
cations (CNC routers, laser cutters and 3D printers) have rapidly
migrated from a proprietary hardware to open source hardware
systems. However, most of these controllers (such as GRLB, RepRap,
Smoothie) resemble a monolithic architecture (the interpretation
and the interpolation algorithms execute in the same processing
unit) that focuses on generating the sequence of output pulses to
acute stepper motors in an open-loop configuration as oppose to
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Fig. 1. Software (a) and hardware (b) architecture of the controller.

be fed as the reference to a closed-loop system. This limits the com-
puting resources, flexibility, modularity and overall performance.

The OAC paradigm regains relevance with the new revolution
in open electronics. Free from proprietary hardware implemen-
tation, an OAC based on open electronics would represent a step
forward in the flexibility and openness of this systems, creating an
opportunity for easy automation of new manufacturing processes
and custom-based CNC solutions. Next generation of open elec-
tronics in CNC should leverage the power of multiple-processing
units to perform tasks requiring increased computational resources
[10], online machine monitoring [11], better integration with CAM
software packages [12], better control of the position of the tool
through closed-loop configurations, smoother motions and higher
feeds.

This paper presents the general overview and latest advances of
a new, open, multi-processor architecture controller for multi-axis
servo control of CNC systems, based on open electronics. Its purpose
is to provide researchers and enthusiasts with a new control archi-
tecture for the rapid design of CNC systems that will allow them to
experiment with these platforms and create special purpose appli-
cations. The four major programs of the architecture: the machine
executive, the motion interpolation, the programmable logic con-
troller (PLC) and the servo-controller algorithms, are coded in a
general manner that the architecture is modular in both software
and hardware. Examples of the main programs are presented in
the Texas Launchpad [13] and Arduino development platforms
[14]. Because the interpolation and servo-control algorithms have
been previously demonstrated [15], the discussion on this paper
focuses on the executive program The OAC in this work offers
increased computational resources and flexibility of reconfigura-
tion of manufacturing units. Additionally, this work is the first one
in demonstrating the first steps towards incorporating a virtual
representation of the machine [16,17], to the OAC paradigm. The
“virtual machine” has a replica of the interpolation, the PLC and the

servo-control algorithms, thus capturing the physics of the machine
and the controller. We  envision that this strategy will delineate
the path for realistic machine monitoring, remote operation and
process planning environment in CNC.

2. Controller overview

The open CNC architecture controller in this paper consists of
four control programs executed independently on different pro-
cessing units, namely, the executive program or operating system,
the interpolation program or motion controller, the servo control
program and the PLC. The executive program is a PC-based appli-
cation in charge of managing the non-real time services of the
architecture; the interpolation program is a micro-controller pro-
gram in charge of the online coordination of the axis, feed rate
control, acceleration and deceleration; and the servo control, in
turn, executes in a micro-controller and drives each axis indepen-
dently with a velocity close-loop control. The rates of execution of
the algorithms are adjusted according to their priority and worst-
case execution time [18]. For example, the maximum interpolated
frequency cannot exceed the execution frequency of servo-loop
interrupt. A detailed discussion on the communication protocols
and rates of execution of the different programs is presented in our
previous work [15].

Fig. 1. shows a diagram with the software (Fig. 1(a)) and a pos-
sible hardware (Fig. 1(b)) architectures of the controller to a 3-axis
CNC machining center. The control architecture is a component
base-approach aimed to achieve software modularity. This means
that each of the components has a unique Finite State Machine
(FSM) that ensures the coordinated execution of the tasks in the
controller. When executing a NC program or a manual command
from the graphical user interphase (GUI), the executive program
calls the RS-274 interpreter service to parse the instructions into
sequence, preparatory, dimension and feed words. The interpreter
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